Part-1: MAT Syllabus for Reading Comprehension (RC)










RC Syllabus covers current affairs making impact on Social Life, International Affairs,
Govt policies and Schemes for example Triple Talaq, Clean India Mission, Migration of
people from one country to other, Growing intolerance across the Globe, Agricultural
policies, poverty eradication programmes
Business & Economic RC Passages for example Global economic changes, economic
development at the cost of environment, Impact of Demonetization in India, Wasteful
expenditure by Governments
RC passages from various English Literature books, from articles authored by great
philosophers, thinkers, from various speeches of great personalities like passages from
Charles Dickens, Aristotle, Martin Luther King, Mohan Das Karam Chand Gandhi,
Churchill among others
Passages on Science & Culture including the journey to Modern world; Fading culture
with the advancement of technology
Abstract topics and fiction are also included in the Reading Comprehension Syllabus for
MAT. These Passages make the candidates put themselves in the author’s shoes before
answering the questions following these passages since they are opinion based.
RC Passages on Historical events leading to social changes for example French
Revolution, War of Roses, Social changes in Indian History and thoughts shared by
various activists which are very much relevant even today
RC Passages from Mythology. These passages try to correlate the Mythological events
with the current social structure and answers to the questions on them have to be inferred

Key Facts on RC Syllabus in MAT & Type of questions
RC passage on any topic under the Sun can be placed in MAT exam.
 Number of Questions: 20
 Sectional Weightage in MAT Syllabus: 50%
 Type of RC passages: 4 Short passages of moderate difficulty level
 Division of questions: 5 questions based on each passage
 Type of Questions: All of MCQ type with penalty of ¼ negative marking
 Format of questions: Questions based on information in RC passage;
Antonyms/synonyms of the words & phrases as used in the passage; In context of the
passage –True/false statements; main idea of RC passage

